Summary of changes in version 23
Added Q&A
A.18, A7.7, & A10.8
Does an Encircled, Fanatic 10-2 Leader have a 10ML for MC/TC/etc.?
A. Yes.
A4.31
Using the A4.31 EX illustration: may the 4-4-7 squad enter D4 in Bypass along the D4/C4 hexside, and then enter C4 for a total of
3 MF (1 for bypassing D4, 2 for the woods in C4)?
A. Yes.
A7.7 & A23.3
Does a placed DC attack count for encirclement (using the hexside it was placed through as its direction)?
A. No.
A10.2, A20.21, & A20.3
An enemy squad of lower morale than its accompanying Leader are in a Location ADJACENT to a Good Order known friendly
infantry unit. The enemy Leader is broken and must Surrender to the ADJACENT Good Order known friendly unit which does
now declare No Quarter. Is the broken enemy Leader a) eliminated in its current Location—thus causing a LLMC on the
accompanying enemy squad or b) eliminated in the Location of the friendly unit that declared No Quarter?
A. a).
A11.6 & D7.21
Assuming a passed PAATC in the previous APh, does a MMC need to pass a (second) PAATC in order to make a Defensive Fire
CCRF attack against an AFV expending start or other MP in the Location in which it started it’s MPh?
A. Yes.
If yes, would it still have to do so if the AFV Stalled? If no, would it have to do so if the AFV left the location and then returned to
the MMC’s Location?
A. Yes. NA.
In the above situation, if the AFV failed a Mechanical Reliability DR and Immobilized (D2.51), or if the vehicle were
Immobilized in the preceding CCPh, would the MMC be able to make a Defensive Fire CCRF attack (despite still being held in
melee (A11.7)) as the AFV expended MP “for non-movement purposes” under the provisions of D8.5?
A. Infantry in Melee cannot attack an already-Immobilized AFV just because it is spending MP in the Melee Location. An AFV
that fails a Mechanical Reliability DR no longer holds Infantry in Melee (just like one that Stalls) and can be attacked after a
PAATC is passed.
A12.3 & A12.33
Given “Fortifications in Concealment Terrain may always set up hidden and remain hidden until…” (A12.33), what
concealed/HIP status may a unit within such a HIP foxhole claim at setup (i.e., may it also set up HIP by fact that it is in a HIP
foxhole)?
A. No “free” HIP due to setting up in a foxhole. But a hidden Pillbox allows the contents to set up using HIP as well; B30.7.
If the foxhole is later revealed by enemy LOS, in what way is the unit in the foxhole now revealed, if at all (i.e., still HIP or
concealed, was HIP but now placed on board and Concealed, or now on board and fully revealed)?
A. Any hidden/concealed unit beneath a foxhole is not revealed just because the foxhole is.

A24.4, A24.61, & B10.1

If there is Smoke in F7, is the LOS between E7 and F8 hindered by that smoke?
A. Yes
If there is original Smoke in F7 that drifts to F8 and F9, is the LOS between E9 and G9 hindered by that drifting Smoke?
A. No
Is the base level of the drifting smoke Level 1 or Level 2?
A. Level 2

If Level 1 of F6 is burning, does the smoke from that fire hinder LOS between E7 and G7?
A. No
B.10 & C1.57
Can FFE LOS hindrance add to the +6 LOS hindrance that renders anything behind “invisible”?
A. Yes, the FFE LOS hindrance counts as a “vision” hindrance that counts toward the B.10 LOS Hindrance Blockage.
B9.5 & C6.5

Hexside J3-J4 is Bocage. The 747 moves to J2. Does the acquisition follow the 747?
A. Yes.

B16.6 & B20.41
A stream on one board is dry. There is no stream on an adjacent board. Is a marsh that is not adjacent nor connected by other
marsh to the dry stream but on the same board as the dry stream treated as mudflats?
A. No.
Is a marsh that is not adjacent nor connected by other marsh to the dry stream but half on the same board as the dry stream and
half on the adjacent board treated as mudflats?
A. No.
Is a marsh that is adjacent or connected by other marsh but on the board without the dry stream treated as mudflats?
A. Yes.
[Expect errata to conform B20.41 to B16.6.]
B18.41 & D8.2
Is a Bog Check required when changing VCA in a Graveyard Road hex? Does it make a difference if the VCA change is across a
hexside not crossed by the Graveyard Road?
A. No Bog Check on road regardless of VCA. No Bog Check for leaving graveyard hex.
B30.113 & G17.41
Does an ATT attack with napalm vs the CA of a pillbox add the NCA TEM to the effects DR?
A. Yes it does.
C3.8
Does the 37L firing a Steilgranate 41 get multiple hits?
A. No.
D2.401 & D14.2
A 2-AFV platoon exists. At the start of the enemy MPh, an enemy squad is only initially in the LOS of one of them. The enemy
squad moves next to the one that did not have LOS. A. Can this move trigger a Motion Attempt dr by the AFV who had no initial
LOS, hence possibly granting Motion to the other AFV who did have LOS as well? (With the appropriate +drm platoon size
modifier) or B. Or can the Motion Attempt not be triggered because (at least) one member of the platoon initially saw them from
the start of the enemy MPh?
A. A.
D3.3, D3.51, & D7.
An AFV fires its MA as bounding first fire during its MPh (retaining ROF) but does not fire its MG armament. According to Rule
D3.3, the result is that it does not place a bounding fire counter but, per Rule D3.51, it is now prohibited from using its MGs after
moving to a different hex. May the AFV now move to a different hex and conduct an OVR using only its base 4 FP given that
Rule 7.1 only prohibits a vehicle covered by a bounding fire counter from carrying out such an attack as opposed to a vehicle that
has previously fired?
A. No OVR
D8.21 & D8.23
A vehicle is moving in mud (or deep snow). The opponent makes a D8.23 secret Bog Check DR and dr. What D8.21 DRM apply?
A. Only those that are not hex/situation specific, e.g., Normal Ground Pressure would apply but Abrupt Elevation Change would
not.
A vehicle is moving in mud (or deep snow). The opponent makes a D8.23 secret Bog Check DR and dr. Assume the DR is
sufficient to Bog and the dr is not equal to one. The vehicle moves one hex in open ground then moves five hexes on a paved road,
then five more hexes in open ground. The vehicle...
A. Bogs when the hexes moved equals the secret dr not counting the paved road hexes.
D9.31 & D14.23
A player wishes to use armored assault with a radioless AFV using non-platoon movement. Must the armored assault status be
declared prior to the AFV taking the non-platoon movement NTC?
A. No.

D14.2
A side has four radioless AFVs that can enter on/after turn 1. Can they enter one at a time, e.g. on turns 1, 2, 3 & 4? A side has two
radioless AFVs that have to enter on turn 1. Do they have to set up as a platoon?
A. Yes to both.
G18.62
May a Dare-Death squad elect to engage on regular CC (i.e., not HtH) when it is the only squad of its side in a Close Combat?
A. No.
192 Shoot-N-Scoot
The German OB instructions reads "... enter on Turn 1 along the east edge, each unit having already expended 1/2 (FRU) of its
MF/MP allotment...". If infantry enter on a road hex, and move along contiguous road hexes for the remainder of their movement
allotment do they receive the road bonus? How many additional MF would be received for declaring double-time at the beginning
of a unit's MPh? How many if declared after MF have been spent? If a unit spent 2 MF to enter during the APh, would the unit be
marked CX?
A. Yes. 2;1. No.
204 Human Bullets
In the VC there is a siting of “see SSR 6”—my card has SSRs 1-5, but no 6. Can you state what is missing—or should it be SSR 5
which discusses the vehicles?
A. SSR 5.

